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Setting the 
Statue

Our team had the plea-
sure of setting the “An-
gel Moroni” statue atop 
the Layton, Utah LDS 
Temple this month. 
These lifts are unique 
as one crane lifts the 
statue and the other 
hoists a man basket for 
the installers.  

www.mountaincrane.com
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Hot Water Exchanger 
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www.mountaincrane.com

Projects often involve more than just a crane lift. The Mountain team 
has the capability to execute transport, lifting, moving and installa-
tion tasks, even in the tightest spaces.  

Our team recently completed this 
featured project at Little America 
Hotel. We removed the old hot 
water exchange tank from inside 
the hotel and replaced it with a 
new tank. Both tanks had to be 
carefully moved approximately 
20 feet inside the basement in 
order to complete the job.

Specialized Lifts and Moves



New & Improved
Old Tank: 9,000 lbs,  New Tank: 6,000 lbs

On the Hook,
on wheels

or on skates
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Not every object can 
be moved with a truck 
or a crane.  When 
space is limited or 
when working inside 
a building, skates or 
specialty rigging must 
be utilized.

Our special proj-
ects team has all the 
equipment and know-
how to move any ob-
ject in any circum-
stance.
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Safety Strong, Safety Share:  
Follow Your Gut...    
“Just remember what I always say, if it doesn’t 
feel right, chances are  there’s probably some-
thing that isn’t right.  So always lean on the side 
of caution and do whatever it takes to make 
sure everyone makes it home safe every night”

Safety First... Testing the Spreader Bar
Test picks are a critical part of the commissioning process with new rigging. 
These picks provide assurance that the equipment can be used safely and effec-
tively on future projects.  Our LTM 1400 all terrain recently performed a test pick 
on multiple tilt spreader bars.  Our team performs these test lifts on our own rig-
ging and for our customers as well.  Contact a member of our team to learn more.

Bryce Olsen, Mountain Field Safety Manager



Click to Win!
March Contest

The core of Mountain is a top notch crew who is committed to SAFETY and executing every 
job with professionalism and precision. We are proud to be Mountain strong.

www.yourbusiness.com

Telephone:  97 567 87 87 55
Fax: 97 567 87 87 57
E-mail: office@yourbusiness.com

Anda venihic tem. Nequati atium si dolorio.
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Carbon Fiber, Full Brim Hardhat

www.mountaincrane.com

Pack of Mountain Hardhat Stickers

CONTACT US

393 S. 2650 West 
Salt Lake City, UT 84104

@mountaincrane

801.282.3330


